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Update: On November 17, Honda debuted a Civic prototype that will be very close to the final
production version. Check out the stylish Civic prototype here. One of our favorite compact
cars is due for a complete redesign soon. The Honda Civic will almost certainly continue to be
the spacious, fun-to-drive, and practical small car we know and love, with a few improvements
to keep it fresh. Here's what we can expect to see on the 11th-generation Civic. The new design
will be more evolutionary than revolutionary, based on what we've seen from the prototype and
recent patent photos posted on the Australian government's intellectual property site. Overall,
expect a tamer design compared to the over-styled exterior of the current model. The Civic will
receive a more streamlined grille, a long hood, and conventional-looking taillights instead of the
old C-shaped units. Open the doors, and you'll see a more modern cabin. The Honda Civic will
have a larger 9-inch touchscreen and the latest iteration of Honda's infotainment software. For
the first time, the Civic gets a fully digital instrument cluster. Also look for upgrades to the
standard Honda Sensing safety suite. Honda hasn't released engine details, but promises the
new Civic will offer more power and better fuel efficiency. It stands to reason that Honda will
continue to offer the turbocharged 1. This mill makes a standard hp and lb-ft of torque on the
current Civic, while some versions of the Civic hatchback up the ante with a maximum hp and
lb-ft of torque. It's unclear if the base 2. We don't anticipate a hybrid powertrainâ€”that's why
Honda has the Insight. Honda should continue to offer a CVT. Sadly, the sedan will not offer a
manual transmission, with the exception of the sporty Si model. The hatchback will continue to
offer a row-your-own option. All-wheel-drive will not be included anywhere in the lineup. So
which body styles will continue? Of course, we can count on the sedan. Unfortunately, the Civic
Coupe is gone for good , with slow sales and shifting customer preferences to blame. While the
Civic Si is taking a break for the model year, Honda assures us it's coming back for The Civic
Hatchback will remain a top choice for buyers looking for strong performance and extra cargo
space. The Type R is expected to continue providing thrills for those who love driving. Rumors
say the hot hatch will eventually go hybrid. Honda will make the Civic available in a wide variety
of trim levels. Pricing has yet to been announced for the Honda Civic. But Honda says it won't
change much. We think it's possible prices will go up slightly from the current model. Look for
the new Civic to debut in late spring of Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Kelly Lin
Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Nothing in Honda's present four-cylinder engine
lineup comes close to outshining the Honda Civic Type R's mighty turbocharged K20C1 engine
, which makes it the perfect candidate for an engine swap by amateur and entry-level
professional race teams looking to wring more performance out of the their Hondas. And now
Honda Performance Development HPD has made it even easier for those teams to do just that
thanks to the addition of a more complete Civic Type R crate engine package that includes the
ECU, wiring setup, and more. The difference now is the addition of the HPD Controls Package
that will make the process of getting the car up and running much easier. The crate engine itself
includes the Civic Type R's 2. The additional parts you'll need are the transmission, clutch,
flywheel, low pressure fuel system, intercooler and cooling system. Depending on what your
plan is and what sort of racing you intend to do, things like an exhaust system and air box, for
example, would also need to be sorted. Additional parts can be purchased through HPD or one
of its selected, approved vendors via their open wheel and touring car catalogs. The difference
between the original crate engine program and this updated version is the aforementioned HPD
Controls Package. It's designed for track use and offers safety parameters you likely wouldn't
find with an aftermarket standalone. In addition, standard CAN data output is included to relay
vitals to your choice of digital dash or logger system. With the HPD controls package added to
the crate engine program, we expect that number to increase. HPD has also hinted that a group
of well-known builders are already well underway installing this new, complete swap package in
some special Honda chassis that we expect should be pretty wild. The crate engine is available
right now and the complete controls package will be available starting May 1. This article has
been updated to include the pricing of the engine and controls package. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Rodrez Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Honestly,
Honda could have sent its engineers on a yearlong vacation to Tahiti rather than task them with
updating the Civic. We've been giving this generation Civic top marks since its debut three
years ago, and there's nothing else out this year that's going to steal the car's title belt. But here
we are anyway with an even better Civic. Inside the Honda Civic, you get an updated
infotainment interface that brings with it the return of a volume knob for the Civic. This small
addition addresses one of the biggest complaints we had with the Civic last year. What's more,
all Civic trims also get additional features from the Honda Sensing bundle, which is now
standard. It includes adaptive cruise control, forward collision mitigation, and lane departure
warning with lane keeping assist. The Civic already had several advantages over competitors,
and this addition of safety equipment is yet another. As always, there are a few notable

competitors that you might want to also look at. But, really, the Honda Civic is the one to beat. It
has the most comprehensive combination of feature content, comfort and driving entertainment
you'll find in a small sedan today. The Honda Civic is offered as a sedan, coupe or hatchback. In
the sedan and the coupe, the LX gets the base 2. A continuously variable automatic
transmission is optional. In the hatchback, the LX gets the upgraded turbocharged 1. Other
standard LX equipment includes inch wheels steel wheels for the sedan, alloys for the coupe
and hatchback , LED running lights, automatic climate control, and a height-adjustable driver's
seat. Electronics features include a 5-inch central display screen, a rearview camera, Bluetooth,
and a four-speaker sound system with a USB port. Also standard is the Honda Sensing safety
package. It includes adaptive cruise control, lane departure warning and keeping assist, road
departure mitigation, automatic high beams, and forward collision warning with automatic
emergency braking. The Sport builds on the base LX equipment. In the sedan and the coupe,
that means the same 2. Stepping up to the EX secures the turbocharged 1. It's already standard
in the hatchback. You also get most of the Sport's tech equipment, including the 7-inch
touchscreen. It adds the CVT automatic as standard along with a sunroof, inch alloy wheels,
Honda's LaneWatch blind-spot camera, heated side mirrors, dual-zone automatic climate
control, heated front seats, a power-adjustable driver's seat and satellite radio. If you want a few
more creature comforts, there's the EX-L, which gets leather upholstery, a power-adjustable
passenger seat and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Instead of EX-L, the hatchback offers a
trim called EX-L with Navigation that adds a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob as
well as navigation. The Touring and Sport Touring trim levels essentially build off the EX-L and
equip inch wheels, LED headlights, automatic wipers, paddle shifters, heated rear seats, and a
speaker audio system 12 speakers in the Sport Touring hatchback. Also standard is an
integrated navigation system. The Si is only available in coupe and sedan body styles. It comes
with a turbocharged 1. Standard equipment is similar to the EX-L trim, but you also get a
sport-tuned multilink suspension with adaptive dampers, bigger front brakes, a unique rear
spoiler, Si-branded sport seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, the speaker stereo and a
unique instrument panel. At the top of the Civic performance heap is the Type R. It is equipped
much like the Sport Touring trim level, but it gets a turbocharged 2. Like the Si, it is only
available with a six-speed manual transmission, but this one has adjustable automatic
rev-matching and a lightweight flywheel. Other additions include inch wheels with
high-performance tires, bigger front and rear brakes, a massive rear wing, a Type R-specific
suspension with adaptive dampers, and special interior and exterior styling enhancements.
Each vehicle typically comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in
this review are based on our full test of the Honda Civic Sport Touring hatchback turbo 1. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Honda Civic Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Civic lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Civic for sale near you.
See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Which
Civic does Edmunds recommend? In other Civic body styles sedan and coupe , we recommend
upgrading to the midlevel EX trim to get the optional turbocharged 1. But that engine comes
standard in the hatchback. As such, we recommend the Sport trim with the hatchback. It gets
even more power out of the 1. Overall rating 8. Honda Civic EX-L , Touring and Sport Touring If
you want a few more creature comforts, there's the EX-L, which gets leather upholstery, a
power-adjustable passenger seat and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Honda Civic Si The Si is
only available in coupe and sedan body styles. Read more. Driving 8. The Civic hatch with the 1.
The extra mass of the hatch body does mute things a bit compared to the sedan, but few will
notice the difference. The Sport designation is mainly cosmetic; get the Si or Type R if extra
performance is what you seek. Acceleration 8. The Civic hatchback doesn't feel as quick as it
actually is due to the turbocharged 1. It's a couple ticks slower than the lighter Civic sedan, but
the mph time of 7. Braking 9. The brakes inspire confidence in everyday driving, with a firm and

reliable pedal that's easy to modulate. They performed well in our mph emergency-stop test,
too, with a short stop of just feet. The best part is the car remained controllable and composed
in this simulated-panic situation. Steering 8. The steering effort is appropriately light at low
speeds and heavier at highway speeds. The nicely shaped wheel feels good in your hands, and
the response is quick and direct. We'd like to feel a bit more feedback from the front tires, but
the steering is still better than that of many rivals. Handling 7. The Sport Touring hatchback
turns in smoothly, grips well and is stable through corners, but it doesn't feel quite as agile or
playful as its sibling the Civic sedan. Perhaps that's due to the extra weight we measured it
weighing pounds more and the hatch design's slightly less rigid body structure. Drivability 8.
The Civic's CVT automatic doesn't respond or sound the same as a traditional automatic. The
end result is better efficiency, a smoother driving experience and zero indecisiveness on
grades. But the "downshift" response when you floor it can seem less immediate. Comfort 8.
We really like the seats in the Civic hatchback, and the ride is fairly well regulated, too. The
Sport Touring's inch tires do firm up the ride a tad, and they tend to be a bit noisier than other
Civic offerings. Still, all in all, this Honda is a car you can easily drive a long way without
fatigue. Seat comfort 9. The seats are nicely shaped, and the front ones offer a wide range of
adjustment. They are padded in a way that manages the right balance between give and
support, which makes them comfortable for hours at a time. Our main gripe concerns the
armrests, which could stand to be a bit softer. Ride comfort 7. The Civic feels buttoned-down
and poised, and there's no harshness to speak of, even on broken pavement. You will feel
certain road imperfections come through, but the Sport Touring's sporty inch wheels and tires
manage to smooth things over as well as most other cars in its class. Road noise is ever
present and sometimes intrusive on coarse asphalt, probably due to the Sport Touring's
sportier inch low-profile tires and the resonant qualities of its hatchback layout. But engine
noise is quiet for a CVT automatic-equipped vehicle, and wind noise is barely detectable most of
the time. Climate control 7. The dual-zone automatic climate control does a great job of
regulating the temperature and provides even coverage from the air vents. The most oft-used
controls are easy buttons or knobs, but you must use the touchscreen to make manual
air-distribution or fan-speed selections. The seat heaters are excellent. Interior 8. The Civic
hatch offers plenty of room, a great driving position and excellent visibility. The cockpit is
inviting and easy to get along with, too. Ease of use 7. The primary controls are well placed and
won't require the driver to adjust how they're used. There are a lot of functions at your
command, but the simple design makes them approachable. The large door openings ease seat
access for front and rear passengers. The doors are short enough in length to open wide in
tight parking spots and allow shimmy-free entry and exit. Driving position 9. The well-shaped
driver's seat can be moved through a wide range of adjustments, and there's enough telescopic
range in the tilt-and-telescoping wheel to suit short and tall drivers alike. The pedals are nicely
placed, too. It's pretty easy to settle in for the long haul. Roominess 9. The Civic hatch, even
with a sunroof, offers generous front leg- and headroom. There's a lot of rear legroom â€”
enough so that a tall passenger can sit behind a tall driver â€” and all but the very tallest rear
passengers will have enough rear headroom. This Honda would make a good Lyft or Uber
vehicle. Visibility 8. Outward visibility is excellent. The roof pillars don't obscure the view, and
there's lots of side glass. You get a good indication of the car's physical boundaries when
backing into a tight space, and the standard rearview camera does a good job of removing what
guesswork remains. Quality 8. The Civic comes across as thoughtfully designed and well built
with good-looking materials not normally found in a volume-seller. The interior is laid out so
that most of the seams are hidden within the lines of the design, too. Utility 8. We use words like
"clever" and "thoughtful" to describe Honda's handling of cargo and personal effects. Despite
the rather small footprint, the Civic hatchback can fit a lot of luggage. The interior pockets and
bins are generous, and a few extra touches gain it extra points. Small-item storage 9. There are
plenty of clever pockets and trays to hold your personal items. A cord management system
keeps phone cables neatly tucked away, and there's a secondary USB port in the deep center
armrest bin. Cargo space 8. With The maximum of The low liftover height makes loading easy,
but the angled rear window may get in the way of bulkier boxes. Child safety seat
accommodation 8. The hatch's taller rear doors and generous rear legroom make it easy to fit
bulky rear-facing seats. The LATCH anchors are clearly marked and easy to grasp despite being
hidden in the crack between the cushions. The top anchors are clearly indicated and easily
accessed under a plastic cover. Technology 8. With the return of a volume knob and more
physical, non-touchscreen buttons, the Civic's tech interface has gone from frustrating to
user-friendly. Honda Sensing includes all the main advanced driving aids you'd want and is
available on all trims. With a volume knob and a small row of basic buttons to augment the
Civic's touchscreen, it's easy to learn and use this system. Responses can be sluggish,

however, and large audio libraries take time to load. The speaker stereo sounds good but
doesn't get very loud. The nav system is easy to use, but the graphics are a bit dated.
Smartphone integration 8. They connect quickly and operate easily through the touchscreen.
Driver aids 9. The Honda Sensing package â€” which was previously optional â€” is now
standard on all Civics. It includes adaptive cruise control and lane departure mitigation, as well
as automatic high beams and forward collision mitigation. These features, excellent for the
segment, technically work well even if they are a bit overzealous with warnings. Voice control 7.
The standard voice control system operates off a specific set of commands â€” much like the
systems in other budget-friendly cars â€” instead of understanding more natural speech. Your
phone's voice assistant is better, and you can access it by pressing and holding the voice
control button on the wheel. Scorecard Overall 8. Write a review See all reviews. Excellent car
for starters. Completely recommended. Save gas very well. Good acce
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leration, comfort and space. This car turns and stops on a dime, accelerates well, is
comfortable, and safe. The ultimate driving machine. Amazing Compact Vehicle! I am stunned at
how much Honda jammed into this compact car! It doesn't ride, feel, handle or sound like a
small car. There is plenty of room in the seats and I am a big fella. The cargo area is enormous.
The technology has improved to such an extent that this vehicle feels and rides like a mid-size
car. Simply amazed. Go Honda! I have had this vehicle for 7 months and it has been excellent on
gas and it is a blast to drive! If you are looking for a good reliable car that zips around town then
look no further! I also love the! I also love the color I got Sonic Gray! See all reviews of the Used
Honda Civic Hatchback. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Sign Up.

